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WHONET is a free Windows-based database software developed in 1989 by the World Health Organization 

(WHO). The software is used in laboratories worldwide for the management and analysis of microbiology 

laboratory data with a special focus on the analysis of antimicrobial susceptibility test results. This software will 

analyze the culture results of your nursing home facility and supply you with the susceptibility results for your 

antibiogram.

Completing the tutorials available on the WHONET website is recommended. You will need to register, which 

is free, to begin viewing the tutorials. Please use this document to supplement the tutorials. This document is 

specific to creating an antibiogram.

A troubleshooting section to address some of the issues you may find is included. WHONET also provides 

technical support, available once you have registered and logged in.

Downloading WHONET Software Program

1. Go to the World Health Organization’s webpage for WHONET Software at http://www.who.int/

drugresistance/whonetsoftware/en/.

2. Click on the “Click here to download the software and manuals” link. A new window should open 

titled “WHONET Login Page.”

3. Click on “Create a New Account” (if you haven’t already registered with WHONET). Registration is 

free.

4. Click on the “DOWNLOAD WHONET” button in the upper left corner of the page.  

5. In the “Softwares” box, click on the version of “WHONET 5.6” which fits the version of Microsoft 

Windows currently running on your facilities’ computers. If you have Windows 98 through Windows 

Vista, click the top “WHONET 5.6.” If you have Windows 2000 through Windows 7, click the bottom 

one. If unsure, right click on your “My Computer” icon on your desktop and choose “Properties.” Your 

version of Microsoft Windows will appear under “System:”.

6. If a dialog box opens up asking if you would like to run or save the file, click “Run.” If it only asks 

if you want to save the file or cancel, click “Save.” You can choose to save to a location that will be 

permanent on your computer. This may even be your desktop. Otherwise, the files may save to your 

“Downloads” folder. The necessary files will begin downloading. 

7. If you were able to select “Run,” the InstallShield Wizard should open automatically. If you clicked 

“Save,” you may need to look in your recent downloads and double-click on “whonet56setup” to launch 

the installer. Recent downloads can be found either in a dialog box that opened when the download 

started, or in the “Downloads” folder under “My Documents.” 
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8. You may get a security warning saying “This publisher could not be verified. Are you sure you 

want to run this software?” If you see this, click “Run” and the installer should start. 

9. Click “Next” to move through the installer. Use the default recommended settings. 

10. When the InstallShield Wizard is finished, WHONET should be installed on your computer. 

You should have two new icons on your desktop, each with a picture of a globe.  One will say 

“WHONET 5.6” and the other will say “BacLink 2.” BacLink is the program you will use to 

convert your data into a format that WHONET can read. 

Note: If at any point you encounter a problem that is not explained in these instructions, you can click 

on the “Technical Support” button on the left side of the screen to contact a WHONET technical support 

representative. 

Using WHONET

WHONET has a set of tutorials to help you get comfortable with using WHONET. These can be accessed 

by clicking on the “Tutorials” button on the left side of the screen. 

 

You may want to start with the BacLink tutorials, as you will need to convert your files in BacLink before 

they can be used by WHONET.

Converting files in BacLink

The BacLink Tutorials will walk you through converting data into a format that WHONET can read. You 

will need to first convert the file containing your culture data (often a Microsoft Excel or Access file) 

into a Text file format. This process is explained in the tutorials. You can then use BacLink to convert 

that Text file for use in WHONET. The first three tutorials—“Getting started,” “Excel, text files, other 

applications,” and “Laboratory Information Systems”—are particularly helpful. 

As you will learn through the tutorials, you will need to define the data fields from your database (Culture 

Date, Organism, etc.) so that WHONET can understand them:

1. The dialog box for defining data fields can be found in BacLink under “New format” or “Edit 

format,” then “File structure,” and then “Data fields.” 

2. Under “Data fields,” click on “Select a sample data file,” and then select the Text file you created 

earlier from your electronic data or from the Access or Excel table provided in the toolkit (See 

BacLink 2 Tutorial). 

3. Then, select the data fields from your database (shown on the right) which correspond with the 

WHONET data fields (on the left). Here are some suggestions for how you might define your data 

fields in BacLink, using the template Access or Excel table included in the toolkit as an example:
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 Identification Number = Resident ID

 Sex = Sex

 Date of Birth = Birthdate

 Location = Room

 Department = Floor*

 Specimen number = Culture I

 Specimen Date = Collection Date

 Specimen Type = Source

 Organism = Organism

*The “Department” field does not necessarily have to be “Floor.” It could also be “Bed,” or any other 

location category of interest. WHONET was designed for use in hospitals, so the fields may not fit 

perfectly in a nursing home setting. Fortunately, being able to define your own fields offers some 

flexibility to tailor the data to your facility. Also, you do not need to define “Department” or any other 

particular field. But if you are interested in, for instance, susceptibility trends on a particular floor, 

WHONET can help break down the data accordingly.

“Antibiotic result” fields can be defined for any or all of the antibiotics for which you have susceptibility 

results. The templates from the toolkit include a comprehensive list of antibiotics that isolated bacteria are 

commonly tested against in microbiology laboratories. If your facility’s affiliated lab regularly tests only 

some of the antibiotics on this list, you only need to include those antibiotics. 

It is strongly recommended that you get culture data from your affiliated lab electronically if at all 

possible. It will be more efficient to convert that electronic file directly to a Text file, instead of entering 

the data manually into a database. This Text file can then be converted in BacLink for use in WHONET. 

Data field names will likely differ slightly, but the list above should offer some guidance.

It should be noted that these are just suggestions, and you may end up modifying the field definitions 

based on your specific data and facility needs. 

Using WHONET to Find Percent (%) Susceptibilities

As with BacLink, the WHONET Tutorials are very helpful. In particular, the two “Data Analysis” 

tutorials will be helpful for finding the percent (%) susceptibilities that will go into the antibiogram. Below 

are a few tips for Data Analysis in WHONET that should make creating and updating the antibiogram 

easier. These are covered in more detail in the tutorials, but there are many options for data analysis and 

the steps below will make creating the antibiogram easiest: 

1. After opening “Data Analysis” in WHONET, click on “Analysis type.” A box will open with 

options.

• For “Analysis type,” select “% RIS and test measurements.” 

• For “Report format,” choose “Summary.” 

• Under “Antibiotics” leave “All antibiotics” selected. This will give you percent (%) 

susceptibility for all antibiotics that have susceptibility results. 

• Click “OK.”



2. Click on “One per patient?” in the top right corner. Another box will open with options.

• At the top, under “Include which result in the analysis of each species?” select “By patient.”

• Then select “First isolate only.” This will ensure that you are only analyzing the first isolate 

found for each resident, so results are not biased by residents with recurring infections by the 

same organism. 

• Click “OK.”

3. Under “Organisms,” select all the organisms that have been found in cultures at your facility.

4. Under “Data files,” select the Text file that you created from your culture data.

Running analysis under these settings will display the results in a format similar to the antibiogram. It will 

list each organism along with the number of residents who had a positive culture for that organism and 

the percent (%) susceptibility to each antibiotic. These percent (%) susceptibilities can then be manually 

entered into the antibiogram template provided in the toolkit. 

Click on “Print Table” at the top of the screen to print the susceptibility results. Printing the results should 

make entering the percent (%) susceptibilities into the antibiogram template easier.

Checking Your Results/Troubleshooting

Double check the printout to make sure everything looks correct and fits with your data. A few specific 

things to look for are:

1. Are all the organisms you have seen in your data listed on the printout?

• If an organism you expect to see is missing from the printout, first check your settings in the 

“Data analysis” box. Clicking “Continue” after printing the results page will bring you back 

to the “Data analysis” setup box, with the current settings that you just used. Check to see if 

the missing organism is listed in the box under the “Organisms” button. If not, click on the 

“Organisms” button and add the missing organism.

• If the organism is listed, try going into BacLink and running the file conversion again to 

make sure WHONET is recognizing the organism correctly. If at the end of the conversion 

you get a message about WHONET not recognizing all of the codes in your data file, click 

“Yes” to define the codes. If your missing organism is listed here, define it (along with 

any other unrecognized codes) and rerun the conversion. Then rerun the Data analysis in 

WHONET and see if your organism shows up.

2. Do the numbers of first isolates for each organism (listed under the “Number of patients” column; 

see red arrow in Figure 1 in Tool titled “How to Enter Data Manually Into an Antibiogram 

Template”) seem to fit with the frequency at which you’ve seen these organisms in positive 

cultures?

• Remember, WHONET restricts its results to the first isolate per patient, so the numbers may 

be smaller than you expected. However, if any number seems unexpectedly low you may 

want to check your database to see if the numbers are consistent (taking into account repeat 

isolates from the same person). 
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• Make sure that all of the entries for each organism are spelled correctly and consistently 

in your database. For example, if one of your S. aureus isolates was accidentally entered 

as “A. aureus,” it will not be recognized by WHONET and, therefore, will not be 

included in the results.

3. Are all the antibiotics for which you had susceptibility results showing up in the printout?

• If an antibiotic that has susceptibility results is missing from the printout, there are two 

likely reasons:

a) The antibiotic may not be defined, or may be defined incorrectly, in BacLink. This can 

happen if you’ve added an antibiotic or edited an antibiotic name in your database since last 

running the conversion.

• Open BacLink, select the laboratory you created, and click “Edit format,” then “File 

structure,” and then “Data fields.” Under “Data fields,” click on “Select a sample data 

file,” and then select the Text file you created earlier from your database (see above/

BacLink 2 Tutorial). Be sure you’re using the Text file created from the most current 

version of the database.

• Scroll to the bottom of WHONET’s list of data fields (on the left) and look for the 

missing antibiotic. If it is not there, click the “Add” button beneath the list to add it. If 

it is there, confirm that it is set equal to the same antibiotic from your data fields (listed 

on the right). If not, or if the spelling is different, confirm the antibiotic on the left is 

highlighted and then double click the antibiotic from your data on the right to correctly 

define the field. 

• Run the conversion again and then the analysis in WHONET to see if the antibiotic 

shows up in the results.

b) The antibiotic may not have been added when setting up your laboratory in WHONET 

(see WHONET 2 Tutorial). If this is the case, the antibiotic will not be listed in the key of 

antibiotic abbreviations at the bottom of the WHONET printout (see Figure 3 in Tool titled 

“How to Enter Data Manually Into an Antibiogram Template” for an example of a printout). 

If, as described above, the antibiotic is improperly defined in BacLink, then the abbreviation 

key will list the antibiotic but its abbreviation will not be listed as a column header for 

percent (%) susceptibilities. 

• Open WHONET, select your laboratory, click “Modify laboratory,” and then click 

“Antibiotics.” In the box that opens, check for the missing antibiotic in the list on 

the right, which shows the antibiotics that you selected when setting up your lab in 

WHONET (i.e., all the antibiotics that your affiliated laboratory might test against). 

If the antibiotic is not listed, search for it in the list on the left and then double click to 

move it to the list on the right. 

• Run the analysis again and see if the antibiotic shows up in the results.
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4. One other thing to check is that you are using the most current form of your database. This is 

particularly important if you have ever renamed the database or saved it in multiple locations. 

When you are ready to analyze your data you should always make sure the most current database 

is converted to a Text file, that that Text file is then selected for conversion in BacLink, and that 

that converted file is selected for analysis in WHONET. Otherwise, you may be using outdated or 

incomplete data, which could lead to many of the problems described above.

Other Uses

In addition to making and updating the antibiogram, you can use WHONET to answer more specific 

infection control questions. For example, you could analyze a specific organism. Or you can click on 

“Isolates” when setting up data analysis to set more specific criteria for your results (for example, to look 

at only one floor or one ward). See the WHONET and BacLink Tutorials for more detailed information.
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